We propose and demonstrate theoretically bright coherent radiation from a plasmonic nanoresonator powered by a single three-level quantum emitter. By introducing a dual-pump scheme in a Raman configuration for the three-level system, we overcome the fast decay of nanoplasmons and achieve macroscopic accumulation of nanoplasmons on the plasmonic nanoresonator for stimulated emission. We utilize the optical antenna effect for efficient radiation of the nanoplasmons and predict photon emission rates of 100 THz with up to 10 ps duration pulses and GHz repetition rates with the consideration of possible heating issue. We show that the ultrafast nature of the nanoscopic coherent source allows for operation with solid-state emitters at room temperature in the presence of fast dephasing. We provide physical interpretations of the results and discuss their realization and implications for ultra-compact integration of optoelectronics.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional lasers have dimensions larger than or comparable to the wavelength of the emitted light and contain a large number of active emitters 1 . In recent years there has been great interest in developing subwavelength lasers both from a fundamental point of view and the perspective of device miniaturization and integration for applications [2] [3] [4] . To get around the need for an optical cavity, various nanolasers or spasers have been theoretically proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and experimentally demonstrated [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] based on plasmonic effects in one, two or three dimensions. Nevertheless, these devices require high concentrations of emitters to reach sufficient gain and to overcome both the radiation loss and the dissipation in metals, which may generate excess heat 3 . The high concentration of emitters may also cause quenching due to energy transfers among closely packed emitters 8, 11 . Moreover, such spasers exhibit performance limitations predicted by theoretical studies [18] [19] [20] . In this article, we explore and devise a type of nanoscopic coherent light source with minimal amount of gain material, namely, generation and radiation of coherent nanoplasmons powered by only one quantum emitter. The nanoscopic light source has fields concentrated at deep subwavelength scale in three dimensions and radiates efficiently via the optical antenna effect with a photon emission rate of 100 Terahertz. We show a pathway to achieve that and elucidate the unique physics associated.
Optical antennas are metal nanostructures with localized surface plasmon resonances and can greatly enhance absorption and radiation of optical energy for a nearby quantum emitter 21 . They have been widely applied to modify spontaneous emission rate and emission pattern of single emitters [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . An alternative view on optical antennas is to consider them as storage cavities with nanoscale mode volumes and low quality factors (Q) owing to high radiation loss and absorption in metal 28, 29 .
In spite of low Qs, optical antennas could provide high radiation efficiency 23, 26 and in the meanwhile ultrastrong enhancement of the local density of photonic states (LDOS), and may lead to the so-called strong coupling between a single emitter and the nanocavity mode [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Indeed, recent experiments reported the strong coupling with vacuum Rabi splitting (VRS) in the order of 100 millielectronvolts (meV) (24.2 THz) for a single emitter 35, 36 . In the emitter-antenna systems with large LDOS enhancement, we explore the possibility of obtaining bright coherent emission from a single solid-state emitter at room temperatures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nanoplasmons on optical antennas typically have relaxation times of below 20 fs.
Such fast decay not only poses a challenge for achieving strong coupling but also presents difficulties in effective pumping of the emitter. Indeed, the (non-)radiative relaxation rate of the excited emitter to the upper laser level is usually a few orders of magnitude slower than the nanoplasmon decay rate. Therefore, the average nanoplasmon number on the antenna is far less than one even when the emitter and nanoplasmons are strongly coupled. This is in stark contrast to single-atom microlasers [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , where the emitter-cavity coupling rates are in the range of MHz to
GHz and therefore population inversion can be obtained via incoherent pumping. In order to get around the hurdle of ineffective pumping for our system, we propose to use a three-level emitter and apply a Raman pump scheme. 44 Figure 1 shows the level scheme of the emitter. The transition 2 ↔ 1 resonantly couples to the nanoplasmons on an optical antenna (see inset). Emitters with a similar level scheme have been studied in different contexts 45, 46 , and such level scheme with optical dipolar transitions can be realized with emitters that do not have inversion symmetry 47 , such as picene 48 and chiral fullerene C76 49 . In contrast to conventional lasers with one pumping channel Ω13, we introduce a second pump field Ω23 so that the population in 3 can be rapidly transferred to 2 , thus ensuring its occupation in the presence of fast coupling to the nanoplasmons. The depletion of the occupancy at 3 by Ω23 resembles in some sense stimulated-emission depletion (STED) 50 , but here it is depleted to the lasing level 2 instead of the ground state. In this way, as the coupling between transition 2 ↔ 1 and the nanoplasmons becomes strong, the occupation at 2 leads to macroscopic accumulation of nanoplasmons on the antenna and thereby considerable stimulated emission and lasing-like features, as discussed below.
For a quantitative discussion, we consider in Figure 1 an emitter coupled to a bowtie antenna structure consisting of two nanocones with gold nanodisk bases sitting on the silica substrates, providing simultaneous deep subwavelength field confinement, efficient radiation 51 and good heat dissipation. The main function of the metal disk is to increase the total volume of the metal antenna and consequently the heat capacity to circumvent the heating problem due to the absorption of the pump fields and the emission. The optical properties of the antenna (including the spectra of LDOS and absorption cross section) have been obtained through the body of revolution finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, 52, 53 where the tabulated dielectric constant of gold 54 and the refractive index of 1.5 for silica are used (see Supporting Information for more details). For the parameters used in Figure 1 , the antenna has a plasmon resonance around 1.24 eV (1.0 μm wavelength, 300 THz, slightly depending on the gap size) that can be fitted with a Lorentzian line with a full width at half maximum of κ = 40 meV (9.67 THz) or a quality factor of 31. The decay rate κ includes both the nonradiative decay caused by dissipation in the metal and the radiative decay due to the radiation of photons to the far field. The radiation efficiency of the dipolar nanoplasmon mode of the nanocavity, i.e., the ratio of the radiative decay rate to the total decay rate, is η=53%. The trace on the left panel of Lorentzian line shape and the emitter-plasmon coupling constant can be evaluated through the above formula without the need of computing the effective volume of the lossy plasmon mode. 29, 55 The free-space spontaneous emission rate γe of 2 is taken to be 1 GHz (1 ns lifetime) for convenience and an emitter with a different rate leads to a different coupling constant, which will be studied later. Throughout the paper, we have assumed an ideal quantum yield for transition 2 to 1 and for a non-ideal quantum yield the radiative part of the spontaneous emission rate should be used for evaluating the coupling constant. The emitter-antenna coupled system under pumps can be treated quantum-mechanically by quantizing the nanoplasmons in the same way as photons in a cavity 32, 56 . We consider a Hilbert space expanded by the emitter subspace and the Fock states of the nanoplasmons. The joint density operator ρ  is a tensor product of the density matrices of the two sub-systems and evolves in time according to the master equation in Lindblad form 56 :
where the system Hamiltonian is time dependent and reads 
and the Lindblad superoperator which accounts for the various dissipations is defined as
Here ij σ  is the atomic operator i j and ωij is the transition frequency of i j → .  a and †  a are the annihilation and creation Bose-operators for the nanoplasmons. We consider here that the emitter is resonantly pumped by two coherent fields with respective Rabi frequencies of Ω13 and Ω23, although in principle effective pumping can be achieved with pumps that have detunings 44 . The possible coupling of the non-resonant transitions with the pump fields can be avoided by properly arranging their polarization states if the transition dipoles orient along different directions or minimized by adjusting the pump rates according to the magnitude of dipole moments and the detuning of the transitions. As illustrated by Eq.
(2), we go beyond the commonly used rotating wave approximation (RWA) to correctly describe the unique property of the strongly coupled emitter-nanocavity system. Our system shows ultrafast dynamics due to the fact that the emitter-nanocavity coupling constant g and the required pump rates are pretty large and the latter may become comparable to the optical transition frequencies. Therefore it is essential to consider the full time-dependent Hamiltonian to properly treat the fast dynamics. We remark that this treatment is very different from the modeling of microlasers with a single atom 37, 40 or quantum dot 41, 42 , where the coupling constant and pumping rates are typically at least 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the optical transitions.
We assume that state 3 has a relaxation rate of γ3=1 
The second-order intensity correlation function can be evaluated according to 57 . We note that due to the presence of counter-rotating terms in Eq.(2), the solutions of Eq. (1) evolve with time in term of a steady-state value plus fast oscillations with a small amplitude (~1-2% of the steady-state value), which can be averaged out as shown in Figure S3 . One should note that rigorously speaking when the RWA is lifted, the Fock states are no longer the eigenstates of the system. The uses of the bare system operators in the Lindblad and the calculations of spectrum and g (2) (τ) are approximations valid for systems not in ultrastrong coupling regime. The small-amplitude but fast oscillations at long time (e.g. observed in Figure S3 ) may be also to some extent related to this approximation. A more rigorous treatment 58 should be applied to amend the conceptual inconsistency.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Inspired by recent experiments 35, 36 , we first investigate the emission properties of the emitter-antenna system with g=100 meV (24.2 THz), corresponding to a 5 nm gap in our optical antenna. Figure 2a displays n NP as a function of the pump rates expressed in terms of κ. One clearly observes that with only one pump turned on nNP is essentially zero due to the fast decay of nanoplasmons. As both pumps are turned on,
n NP quickly increases and shows a slightly asymmetric dependence on the two pump rates indicated by the white-dashed line Ω23=1.5Ω13 due to the strong coupling of transition 2 ↔ 1 and the nanocavity (the asymmetry becomes smaller as the coupling constant g decreases). By increasing the pump further, n NP reaches to a maximum value of 3.5 and then decreases due to the fact that the effectiveness of pumping to level 2 is hampered by the counter-rotating coupling at large pump rates. Figure 2b shows the spectral evolution of the nanoplasmons as a function of the pump along the dashed line by three panels. As the pump increases, the three panels show four distinct emission dynamics from the bottom to the top. the maximum n NP , the spectrum broadens due to the counter-rotating coupling at large pump rates. We observe a minimal linewidth of 0.026κ at Ω13=20κ. Figure 2c depicts the second-order intensity correlation functions at zero delay with the contours showing a range for g (2) (0)~1.0. As Ω23 increases and Ω13 is set to suitable values, the region of g (2) (0)~1.0 shows up, indicating coherent nanoplasmon generation. Additionally, the time delayed second-order intensity correlation functions g (2) (τ) for four pumping parameters are presented in the Supporting Information. To investigate the coherence property of the nanoplasmon in more detail, we plot in which is readily available with pulse lasers. We remark in passing that although n NP =3.0 might seem a moderate nanoplasmon number, the device in fact delivers coherent photon streams at a remarkable rate of n NP κη~100 THz (equivalent continuous-wave power of 19.4 μW) to the far field. We note that the emission rate of microlasers is typically in the order of a few Megahertz for atoms 40 or GHz for semiconductor quantum dots 42 . However, one should be cautious about the possible heating problem of the plasmonic antenna device 59, 60 due to absorption of the pump fields and the emission. The present antenna structure has been designed to alleviate the heating issue and allows the device to be operated in pulse mode with pulse duration up to 10 ps. The absorption cross section spectrum and the details for the estimation of the upper limit of the temperature rise 59, 60 are provided in the Supporting Information. For each excitation pulse, our single-emitter device can emit c.a. 1000 photons. The cool-down time of the device should be in the order of 100 ps to 1ns, 60 which translates to a repetition rate of 1GHz to 10 GHz. The efficiency of the single-emitter nanoscopic source depends on a number of factors, such as the dipole moment of the emitter at the pumping transitions, the field enhancement factors at the pumping frequencies and the average plasmon number to achieve. We estimate that the efficiency is on the order of 10 -5 for the present single-emitter device.
Next we investigate in more detail the properties of the single-emitter nanoscopic light source and gain insight into the working principle. Figure 3a and 3b respectively plot with color-coded traces n NP and state 2 population 22 σ  of the emitter for g=100 meV at pumps along the dashed line (Ω23=1.5Ω13=1.5Ω) in Figure 2a and for smaller g at equal pump Ω23=Ω13=Ω. The populations of the atomic states are obtained from the diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix for the atomic part.
For fixed g, the trends of n NP and 22 σ  versus the pump are similar. In particular, for g=100 meV, the two blue-solid traces show a clear change of behavior around Ω=6κ, which corresponds to the transition point in the spectrum evolution chart in Figure 2b . Before the transition n NP increases with the pump rate at a large slope due to the fast increase of 22 σ  . After the transition, n NP grows at a slower rate before reaching the saturation. We observe that the populations of 2 and 1 are not inverted ( Figure S5 ) and n NP is mostly related to 22 σ  , and population inversion is 
(0) = 0.9 to 1.1 are overlaid on the graph.
unnecessary for the accumulation of nanoplasmons. This is because when the inversion is negative the Raman pump scheme forms an efficient path The saturation of the nanoplasmon number for small g with the increase of the pump is a prominent difference from the self-quenching phenomena observed in microlasers 37 , where the photon number in the cavity decreases at large pump rate due to decoherence. The saturation behavior in our system can be understood from the perspective of power balance. The power feeding the whole system is given by { } 2 . Figure 3d displays the second-order intensity correlation function for g=20 meV. The contours on the graph show the range for g (2) (0) ~ 1.0. One sees that for the coupling constant considered here good coherence of nanoplasmon generation can be obtained for a range of suitable pumping parameters. For instance, with g=20 meV, we obtain a photon emission rate of over 4.5 THz (equivalent continuous-wave power 0.9 μW) for Ω13=6κ, Ω23=6κ. The fact that for g = 20 meV the system delivers bright coherent photon streams shows that it can operate at various levels of coupling, including the case where the system is not strongly coupled. With state-of-the-art nanofabrication and nanocontrol techniques 35, 36 , such systems should be realizable in the laboratory.
We have studied so far the nanoplasmon generation and radiation with a single emitter without additional dephasing channel other than spontaneous decay, which only holds for solid-state emitters at cryogenic temperatures. At higher temperatures, due to the system-environment interactions, solid-state emitters usually experience fast dephasing. For example, organic molecules at room temperatures may have coherence times of 100 fs. We now discuss the dephasing effect on the performance of the device. We introduce the dephasing γ de to state 2 on top of spontaneous decay and calculate the average nanoplasmon number and second-order intensity correlation function as functions of pump rates. Dephasing rates of 10 GHz, 100 GHz, 1 THz and 10 THz have been considered for g = 100 meV and the results are summarized in Figure 4 . n NP is displayed in color maps as functions of pump rates, while g (2) (0) contours with values from 0.9 to 1.1 are overlaid. As dephasing rate becomes larger, the contour enclosed region shrinks to a narrow band. Within the overlaid region, relatively large average nanoplasmon number (n NP >1.5) with good coherence properties can always be guaranteed. For pump rates Ω13=8κ, Ω23=7κ,
Figures 4e-h show that the Fock state occupation histograms resemble the Poissonian distributions for all the dephasing rates considered here. We note that due to the unique ultrafast nature of our system the nanoscopic coherent light source can tolerate fast dephasing and operate well with solid-state emitters at room temperatures in contrast to microlasers with single quantum dots where cryogenic temperature condition is necessary. The dephasing effects for the system in the weak coupling regime, e.g., g = 10 meV, have also been studied and shown in the Supporting Information. 
CONCLUSIONS

